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Abstract 
This thesis deals broadly mth the development of analytically tractable polymer models 
to study the structure and dynamics of biologcal macromolecules More specifically, the thesis 
mvesbgates the follomg problems (1) The molecular weight dependence of the cyclmbon 
rates of polymers vvlth local flgldity and non-local interacbons, (2) The sequence dependence of 
the conformabonal properbes (mean square end-to-end distance) and mechanical properties 
(force-extension curves) of random A-B block heteropolymers, and (3) The microscopic o n a n  of 
the non-exponenM relaxation of segment fluctuations in semxflex~ble polymers In (I), the 
effects of non-local mterachons are treated approxlrnately using the notion of g e n e r h d  
random walks. The approach ylelds useful insights into the role of ngdity and long-range 
mteracbons in cham closure dynamics. In (2), the effects of sequence d~sorder on force- 
extension curves are explored wthm the framework of a path-mtegral descnpbon of polymer 
confonnatlons and a two-state model of sequence randomness Finally, m (3), a semdemble 
polymer model is ~ncorporated ~ n t o  a one-dimens~onal generalized Langevln equation to 
rah0nd.m the observation of non-exponentiahty m the relaxabon behavlor of complex protelns 
